Young Scholars Award 2022

CALL FOR PAPERS

The European Data Protection Law Review cordially invites young researchers at the beginning of their academic career (Master or PhD students under the age of 35) to submit articles based on their thesis for the 6th annual EDPL Young Scholars Award.

The five best submissions will be published in issue 1/2022 of European Data Protection on Law Review. The winner of the competition will receive a one-year subscription to the European Data Protection Law Review.

The contribution must deal with a data protection issue and address it from a European perspective. The preferred approach is legal, but interdisciplinary approaches are also welcome. The article should depict the thesis’ core points, including key questions, hypothesis, methodology, findings and policy recommendations, if applicable.

Regardless of the original language of the work, submissions are only accepted in English. They are subject to the scrutiny of an expert jury which will evaluate their quality, degree of innovation and clarity of presentation.

Participation Requirements:
- Eligible Topic
- Format (5,000 - 7,000 words, in English)
- Deadline for submission: 30 November 2021

Contact:
Please submit the application on in a Word document via e-mail to the Executive Editor:
Jakob McKernan
mckernan@lexxion.eu
+49-30-81 45 06-10